
Ceramic pressure block
Reliable pressure blocks over a wider 
range of temperature and pressure than 
any other technology

kPaC pressure balance 
cable connections

Eliminates mechanical stresses on 
electrical insulation, offering longer life 
than other methods of terminating cables 

Thermally stable, high 
temperature dielectric

Protects terminations and shows minimal 
degradation at high temperature

Electrical 5 kV, 140 A

Temperature 400 °F (204 °C) 

Pressure 6,000 psi
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Ease of Use

Versatile Design

Fastest Installation

Re-usable Hardware
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Tri-Lok™ Ultra Packer Penetrators achieves pressure blocking and electri-
cal termination in a single-phase construction. This design is the most 
versatile type of packer penetration, fitting into packers as small as 
6.5-inches OD. When a single penetration bore is preferred, all three 
single-phase penetrators can be attached to a 3:1 cross-over adapter.

The Tri-Lok™ Ultra is suitable for all types of ESP cables, including all 
conventional motor lead extension cables and PEEK insulated designs. In 
addition, this packer systems is suitable for use with tubing encapsulated 
motor lead extension cables, using both 3/8-inch tubing and 7/16-inch 
tubing. All terminations to metal tubing use metal-to-metal sealing systems 
backed-up with high performance O-ring seals. When specified, special 
sealing threads can be supplied, which do not rely on the use of sealants.

Tri-Lok™ Ultra Packer Penetrator

Packer cross section showing 
clearance of Tri-Lok™ Ultra Packer 
penetrator

Specifications

The Tri-Lok™ Ultra Packer Penetrator represents a completely 
new approach for electrical penetrations of oil well packers. 

Tri-Lok™ Ultra Packer Penetrators are designed to minimize installation time. 
Stripped and prepared cable ends are simply pushed into the individual Tri-Lok™ Penetrator housings until they lock 
into place. After installation of cable break-out hardware, the installation is complete. When used in deviated wells or in 
low-clearance well bores, the use of a protector device is recommended to ensure that packer penetrator installations 
are not damaged when moving downhole. 

Tri-Lok™ Ultra Packer Penetrators are designed to be factory re-built for a fraction of the original purchase price. 

60° 4.8 inch
BCD

1.75 inch cross 
over adapter
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Ceramic pressure blocking elements, with braised-in copper conductors, provide reliable pressure 
blocking suitable for a wide range of temperature and pressure. 

BIW’s patented kPaC technology is used to connector ESP cables to penetrators. This technology 
virtually eliminates the mechanical stress that environmental seals place on elastomer cable insula-
tions in every other type of ESP cable termination.

 Tri-Lok™ Ultra Packer Penetrator 

The images below show how the VDM material (shown in yellow) protects the termination area in a 
cable splice. The material, which shares some characteristics of fluid, easily fills all interstices within 
the termination area. A moveable barrier on each side provides the boundary between the VDM and 
the hostile fluid environment of the well. The arrows show the movement of the barriers as they 
respond to changes in temperature or pressure. When designed as a “feedthru” a ceramic pressure 
block is located at the center of the device.

Packer cross section showing move-
able barriers inside the Tri-Lok™ 
Ultra Packer penetrator

As temperature rises, the VDM 
expands and moveable barriers shift 
outward.

When pressure increases, the 
moveable barriers shift inward. 


